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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 1384/2010 by Dieter Schlemann (German), on behalf of the firm of 
LTB Schlemann GmbH, on failure by the European Air Safety Agency 
(EASA) to act on breaches of Commission Regulation (EC) No 1702/2003 
laying down implementing rules for the airworthiness and environmental 
certification of aircraft and related products, parts and appliances, as well as 
for the certification of design and production organisations 

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner states that, under current rules, only holders of a European Technical Standard 
Order (ETSO) are entitled to carry out repairs and alterations to ETSO articles (see 
Commission Regulation  (EC) No 1702/2003 laying down implementing rules for the 
airworthiness and environmental certification of aircraft and related products, parts and 
appliances, as well as for the certification of design and production organisations). The 
petitioner therefore complains that certain specified firms, which produce safety belts and do 
not comply with the requirements of the regulation, are carrying out, with the tacit approval of 
EASA, repairs to ETSO articles (safety belts and safety harnesses) belonging to European-
registered aircraft. The petitioner therefore calls on the European Parliament to act to ensure 
that EU legislation in this area is enforced.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 14 February 2011. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 17 February 2012

The privilege to perform maintenance activities on a specific European Technical Standard 
Order (ETSO) article is not limited to the holder of the ETSO authorisation related to this 
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article.  Any natural or legal person may perform maintenance activities on ETSO articles as 
long as this person complies with Regulation (EC) N°216/2008 and its implementing rules.

One of the requirements for a third party maintenance organisation to carry out maintenance 
on an ETSO article is to hold and use current maintenance data.  These data can be obtained 
for instance through a contractual arrangement with the ETSO authorisation holder.  A second 
possibility is to introduce a change or repair in accordance with Part 21 of Commission 
Regulation (EC) N°1702/2003.  A third party organisation can therefore design its own 
changes or repairs, and then become owner of the approved maintenance data.  In the field of 
safety belts, the aforementioned options were explained in the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) Safety Information Bulletin (SIB) 2010-15R1 as well as during a meeting 
between the petitioner and EASA.

Pursuant to Article 10 of Regulation (EC) N°216/2008 the Member States, the European 
Commission and EASA cooperate with a view to ensuring compliance with the 
aforementioned Regulations.  For the purpose of assessing this compliance, EASA carries out 
inspections of national competent authorities of civil aviation in accordance with Commission 
Regulation (EC) N° 736/2006.

EASA was informed in early 2009 through a report from the competent authority of civil 
aviation in Germany (LBA) that some German maintenance organisations were repairing seat 
belts without being in possession of applicable maintenance data.  In accordance with 
Commission Regulation (EC) N°736/2006 EASA conducted an ad-hoc inspection in Germany 
which led to the assessment that other German maintenance organisations were performing 
maintenance activities on safety belts without the required maintenance data.  In total 5 
organisations were identified in Germany as not complying with Regulation (EC) N°216/2008 
and its implementing rules.  During the follow-up mission carried out in April 2011 EASA 
assessed that LBA had taken appropriate actions against these five organisations as LBA 
suspended the Maintenance Organisation Approvals with regard to the maintenance of seats 
and seat belts.  However three out of the five organisations appealed the decision of LBA 
before the competent national administrative court.  This appeal suspended the effect of the 
decision taken by LBA until the final decision on the substance is taken by a German court.

With a view to alerting and informing the aviation community about the safety concerns 
related to safety belts, EASA took the decision to issue SIB 2010-15R11 on 29 September 
2010.  In parallel, EASA Standardisation Directorate sent a letter to all competent authorities 
of civil aviation of the Member States asking them to take action in case other maintenance 
organisations were performing maintenance activities on seat belts without the applicable 
maintenance data.  EASA then received confirmation that all affected organisations located in 
other countries had their approval limited or suspended in respect of the re-webbing of seat 
belts.  This was also checked during all Standardisation Inspections carried out since then in 
accordance with Regulation (EC) N°736/2006.  It has to be noted however that the competent 
authorities of the Member States are responsible for ensuring the continuing compliance with 
the rules of the organisations under their supervision.

Any third party organisation can have access to the business of maintaining, repairing of 
                                               
1 Safety Information Bulletin.
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changing safety belts as long as it complies with Regulation (EC) N°216/2008 and its 
implementing rules.

Pursuant to the aforementioned Regulation, the Member States, the European Commission 
and EASA have cooperated and continue to cooperate with a view to ensuring compliance 
with the current legislation regarding the maintenance activities on safety belts.

Appropriate measures were taken by the competent authorities of the civil aviation of the 
Member States against all maintenance organisations performing maintenance activities on 
safety belts which do not comply with the current legislation.

4. Further Commission reply (REV.), received on 18 December 2012

EASA’s decision to issue Service Information Bulletin 2010-15R1 on 29 September 2010 was 
taken with a view to alerting the aviation community that some maintenance organisations 
approved in accordance with Part 145 of Regulation (EC) No 2042/2003 were not performing 
the maintenance activities of the safety belts with the applicable maintenance data.
In order to ensure that the maintenance organisations comply with the Regulation (EC) No 
216/2008 and its implementing rules, all the Member States cooperate, conduct investigations 
and, when necessary, take appropriate measures to prevent the continuation of any 
infringement.
The competent authorities of the Member States are responsible for ensuring the continuing 
compliance of the organisations under their oversight with the aforementioned Regulations 
and play therefore a key role when it comes to trigger specific actions.
As a consequence, the Commission invites the petitioner to contact the competent German 
authorities1 with a view to finding a solution for the demonstration of compliance of its 
maintenance organisation with the required European Regulations.

5. Further Commission reply (REV II), received on 28 August 2013

Following the petitioner's letters dated 27 December 2012 and 2 January 2013, the 
Commission would like to formulate the following additional observations.

According to Regulation (EC) No 2042/2003 an organisation maintaining safety belts and 
torso restraint systems shall hold and use the applicable instructions for continuing 
airworthiness issued by the design approval holder.

As a result of an investigation on some maintenance organisations, the European Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA) was made aware that safety belts and torso restraint systems 
manufactured by design approval holders had been maintained or repaired by maintenance 
organisations without holding approved maintenance data. In particular, the affected restraint 
systems had been refurbished using webbing materials having mechanical properties 
significantly different with respect to the materials used to manufacture the original restrain 
systems (e.g. nylon instead of polyester).

                                               
1 Luftfahrt-Bundesamt (LBA) - Hermann-Blenk-Straße 26 / D- 38108 Braunschweig.
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Tests performed by EASA demonstrated that safety belts and torso restraints systems, when 
not maintained with the applicable instructions for continuing airworthiness, could fail to 
perform their intended function to protect each occupant during an emergency landing 
condition.  For that reason, EASA was forced to issue the airworthiness directive No 2013-
0020 on 31 January 2013 in order to require the inspection of safety belts and torso restraint 
systems installed on aircraft to verify if they had been maintained or repaired by the design 
approval holder or by a repair maintenance organization authorized by the design approval 
holder.

The primary objective of the European Union (EU) Regulation on common rules in the field 
of civil aviation is to ensure aviation safety but it also takes into consideration the objective to 
achieve a level-playing field throughout the EU. Nothing hinders the petitioner from 
participating on the market as long as he complies with the applicable safety rules.  The safety 
rules apply to all market actors in a non-discriminatory way.  In other words, there is no 
conflict, nor can there be a conflict between safety and competition rules. Compliance with 
the safety rules is a requirement to compete on the market.

Conclusion

All maintenance activities including modifications and repairs must be performed following 
the applicable instructions for continuing airworthiness issued by the design approval holder. 
According to Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 those instructions are made available on request 
to any organization required to comply with any of the terms thereof. Any maintenance 
organization has therefore access to the market as long as it complies with the safety rules.

The airworthiness directive No 2013-0020, questioned by the petitioner, was issued by EASA 
to mandate actions to be performed on aircraft to restore an acceptable level of safety because 
evidence gained by the Agency showed that the safety level may otherwise be compromised.


